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Group Evaluation

1. Had the group previously been engaged on the issue of dealing with the past? Yes/No/Some of them
   Please provide details

2. The project aims to evaluate how ‘Different experiences, memories and legacies of the past have been acknowledged’ as a result of the workshop. Please use the space below to share your views on this.

3. The project aims to evaluate how ‘People engaged with the project demonstrate improved levels of trust and tolerance within their community and or between communities’ as a result of the workshop. Please use the space below to share your views on this.

4. Are group members likely to take part in further engagement? (with us or internally/externally) – please provide details

5. Has the workshop had any other outcome or impact so far? e.g. led the group to undertake further discussion or action? Please circle Yes / No / Maybe
   Please elaborate.
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6. Please use this space to record any other comments/feedback